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OBITUARY: ADRIAN RAWLINS 1939-2001 

by Peter J F Newton 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

[Note: This obituary appeared in the Apr/May, 2002 edition of JazzChord. Other versions  

were published in Sydney Jazz Club’s Quarterly Rag, #101, October-December 2001 and 

New South Wales Jazz Archive Newsletter, 4 (1), 2002.] 

 

drian Rawlins was born in Melbourne on November 13, 1939. He died in Melbourne 

on September 12, 2001, as a result of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Although I became 

aware of Adrian Rawlins’ work and reputation quite soon after arriving in Australia 

in 1960, and we had met a few times in later years, it was not until the late ‘90s that I really 

got to know him well. You could even say we became mates, a term that I use very sparingly.  

 

We actually caught up with each other on a gray Melbourne day in Roger Beilby’s Mainly 

Jazz record shop at St Kilda. We subsequently went to lunch and, each of us having a deep 

interest in the poetry and jazz movements of the late ‘50s discussed several potential 

collaborative writing projects on that topic. With his help and permission, I re-edited his fine 

essay on jazz and poetry in Melbourne in the ‘60s, which had appeared some years before in 

the Victorian Jazz Club’s Jazzline, and published it in my own WordJazz Down Under. 

 

 
 

The sculpture of Adrian Rawlins on the corner of Argyle and Brunswick Streets in Fitzroy, 

Melbourne: commissioned in 1994 in honour of Adrian’s contribution to community 

life…PHOTO COURTESY JUDY NEWTON 

 

Even his enemies (and he certainly had some) acknowledged that Adrian was a very talented 

man. He not only revelled in the Bohemian life but also criss-crossed its many artistic 

boundaries, mainly in Melbourne but sometimes in Sydney. At some stage he also spent time 

in London, and became sufficiently involved in the jazz scene, to be mentioned in the British 
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jazz traditionalist Ken Colyer’s now scarce autobiography When Dreams are in the Dust. In a 

short obituary for The Age (21.9.01), his friend Joanna Ransome notes that Adrian also 

studied the use of the dramatic voice with one of Britain’s finest actresses, Dame Sybil 

Thorndike. Throughout his varied adulthood, Adrian was a constant doer of many things: 

musical critic and reviewer (opera, jazz and rock), a fine poet, entrepreneur, publicist and 

festival compere, painter and actor. 

 

Rawlins was born into the Jewish faith in Caulfield then brought up in St Kilda, the place to 

which he returned and settled for his later years. While at private school he studied art with 

the well-known painter Danila Vassillieff, an associate of the Angry Penguins movement of 

the l940s. He went on to Melbourne High School where one of his classmates was the 

excellent impersonator Max Gillies. While there he took lessons in acting with the great 

Frank Thring. The influence of this actor is certainly evident in some of Adrian’s recorded 

work. 

 

Some of his activities on the jazz and rock scene are outlined, not without criticism, in John 

Clare/Gail Brennan’s book Bodgie Dada & The Cult of Cool. Indeed, some months before his 

death Adrian told me over lunch that he intended to write for me the definitive critique of that 

book—could I let him have a copy, as he was broke? Well I gave him a copy, but I don’t 

think that the intention was serious for the review never surfaced. Of particular note was his 

management in the early ‘60s of the Fat Black Pussy Cat, a now legendary jazz spot in 

Melbourne’s elite suburb Toorak. Until near the end of the Cat’s life, when he introduced 

rock into the club, the policy was to present good contemporary jazz and some poetry and 

jazz readings in which Adrian regularly participated. 

 

Because of illness I could not attend Adrian’s funeral, but in September 2001, my wife Judy 

and I made a pilgrimage to his sculpture seated in leprechaun-like glory on the corner of 

Argyle and Brunswick Streets in picaresque Fitzroy. The local Council had commissioned it 

in 1994 in honour of Adrian’s contribution to community life. Not too many people in the 

jazz world aspire to a statue while still alive. The owner of the adjacent café told us that after 

the news of Adrian’s death was announced, a sizeable crowd of young people and some older 

friends placed heaps of flowers round the plinth and read poetry; the dying fronds still clung 

to the plinth among the fading messages and poems. He would have liked that. I also visited 

the Melbourne artist Jenni Mitchell at her Eltham studio. Another of Adrian’s friends, she has 

painted a suite of about 100 portraits of Australia’s post war poets, among them one of 

Rawlins. 

 

His legacy? Well I have tapes of poetry and jazz readings that he did with the New 

Melbourne Jazz Band at the 1960 Australian Jazz Convention and Nick Polites Quartet at the 

Montsalvat Jazz Festival in 1988, a cassette of Shakespearean readings, and I am sure there is 

more. His published books include several volumes of poetry and a set of essays on the 

folk/rock singer Bob Dylan. He always contacted me when in town and was full of fun, 

although clearly ill and in pain in later times. Adrian Rawlins was a trouper to the end, 

performing with the Phineas Fogg multimedia show in Sydney until a few weeks before his 

death. As I read today’s newspaper, and find it as boringly repetitive and uninspiring as 

yesterday’s, one thing is abundantly clear. To relieve our cynicism and ennui during our 

progress through what promises to be an awful first decade of the new century; we again need 

the roguish and the raffish, the Adrians of this world, to lift us from the doldrums, just as he 

and other talented outsiders did in those sometimes dull and anti-intellectual early 1960s. 

 


